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A Film Location 
Kanab Movie Ranch in Kanab Canyon 

 
Before it was purchased by the founders of “Best Friends” in 1984, Kanab Canyon was 
known as the Kanab Movie Ranch. The 3,700-acre property lined with striated cliffs and 
riddled with rock shelters was a working ranch with cattle, horses, and plenty of nooks and 
crannies for framing scenes. The Lone Ranger, Lassie, Route 66, Daniel Boone, and 
several other television shows were shot here from the 1950s through the 1970s. 
 
Near the animal sanctuary now located there, you can see a choke point in the canyon popular for ambush 
scenes. It makes you wonder how much of this deep, spectacular canyon has had its 15 minutes of fame or 
how much did film crews leave behind? Only one thing remains: A wooden barn built for the 1976 Disney 
film One Little Indian still sits in a sodden paddock. 
 
The movie sets have been removed from Kanab Canyon but remnants from the Hollywood heyday in Kanab 
are still elsewhere around Kane County.  
 
Paria is among the most famous of the local film locations, and signs in the desert still mark the “Old Town” 
movie set built for the Rat Pack film Sergeants 3 in 1961. Built to enhance the ghost town’s original 
buildings, it was destroyed by a flash flood in 1998, then rebuilt and destroyed a second time by a 2006 fire.  

 
Paria, a ghost town located on the shores of the flood-prone Paria River in 
Kane County, Utah, was surrounded by stunning, color-drenched mesas. 
Before Hollywood came calling in 1944, it had been abandoned for 30 long 
years except for one lone pioneer who lived for more than a decade among 
the remains of a once-bustling village.  
 
The town was quintessentially “western” and director William A. Wellman 
had a western story to tell. Buffalo Bill, a 1944 story about a legendary 
Army scout-turned-entertainer, was a box-office hit.  At the time it was the 

second-highest grossing film ever made by 20th Century Fox. But it wasn’t the story, or even the cast, that 
thrilled the audience—it was the vibrant Utah desert.  
 
Located just up the road from Kanab, Paria wasn’t the only town in Kane County to get a taste of Hollywood 
notoriety. Moviegoers had been charmed by the black-and-white version of the area’s expansive, rocky 
landscape in 30 movies filmed over the previous two decades. And with the rise of technicolor film, Kanab 
and greater Kane County joined the A-list.   
 
The region became known as “Little Hollywood,” and went on to serve as the filming location for dozens of 
films and television shows like Gunsmoke (1955-1975) Planet of the Apes (1968) and evenTransformers: Age 
of Extinction (2014). 
 
The Pahreah Ghost Ranch in Paria, Utah stood until 2006 when it was burned down by arson.  Only a plaque 
remains.  The drive, however, is spectacular with beautiful landscapes. 
 

By:  Nolan Greer   
TLRFC # 652    
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Rule 9 
Or The Lone Ranger and Tonto Novelty Knives Story 

 
 

 By: Steve White 
LRFC Member #346 

 
 

The title may mean something to you if you are a fan of the very 
successful NCIS starring Mark Harmon.  Rule 9 is from a list that the 
main character, Jethro Gibbs, played by Harmon, has made and has 
worked a way into the story line from time to time. Rule 9 simply states: 
Never go anywhere without a knife.  I believe that most men and 

probably some ladies like to have a 
pocket knife.  At least I know my 
Dad, E.E. White always carried one, 
my Grandpa White carried one and I 
can remember a senior gentleman 
from church, Calfry Harris echoing 
decades ago the words of the 
character Gibbs; “a fellow should 
always carry a knife”.   
 
Just about all my entries for The 
Silver Bullet have come from 
assignments or suggestions from our 
President, Garry Cherricks or our 
Editor, Annie Little, as they get 

information on folks or subjects that obviously have some kind of 
correlation to our characters, The Lone Ranger and Tonto. Once in a 
while they allow me to come up with something that formulates in my 
own brain and that could be scary!  A kind of different angle, like the 
article on the movie Backlash, in our September 1, 2019 issue.  Trust me 
fellow Fan Club members, I am always thinking about Lone Ranger stuff, 
well, maybe not 24/7; but hardly a day goes by that I don’t have our 
heroes on my mind in some way.  This is one of those articles that I hope 
you will like. 
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As a further introduction to the subject; I have to mention the pandemic; 
though most of us have grown tired of hearing about Covid-19 and the 
Delta strain or the next strain after that one.  Most of us have had to face 
Covid in some way, maybe you had to face the virus directly or a loved one 
or close friend may have had it or sadly as in my case, they passed from 
the virus. That’s when it seems like the thought, “that will never happen to 
me”; screams out-“Oh yea, that happened to you”!   Due to Covid, our 
travels to distant lands have been few and though we don’t always stay at 
home, we tend to mask up and avoid large crowds whenever possible.  So, 
for us it was great to make a trip to get a jump start on Christmas 2021. 
 
We took a four day vacation and traveled to Pigeon Forge and the great 
state of Tennessee. We enjoyed the escape from reality. We still were 
masked up at most places but not as many spots were requiring the mask 
and we felt a somewhat return to normalcy and it was less confining.  
Pigeon Forge is, of course, Dolly Parton’s world with all kinds of shows, 
sites and shops for tourist to see.  The neighboring Gatlinburg, and 
Sevierville also have many attractions for visitors. The place I am focusing 
on is in Sevierville.  The Smoky Mountain Knife Works or SMKW.  As I am 
putting my thoughts together, it came to me that this is almost like an 
advertisement; but that is for you to determine, as I am just writing about 
the world’s largest knife store and the pleasure I got out of visiting it- not 
just once, but three times.  
 
During my life, I have had a few of the inexpensive novelty Lone Ranger 
knives, (one of the four at the beginning of the article). I have owned two 
different styles and they are just that- novelty items.   They were the kind 
of knives that would be given to boys and maybe girls growing up during 
the late 1940s and through the 1960s. Nowadays, laws and rules make 
giving a knife to a boy nearly a crime. A kid can get in trouble if they carry 
a toy gun or knife to school, let alone an actual real knife, novelty or not.  I 
get it!  But I am referring to kids like Opie Taylor, whose Pa gave him a 
jack knife!  If you remember, Opie’s Pa was a Sheriff!  A simpler time for 
sure.  But, like Covid, this entry is not about discussing laws and being 
able to carry a pocket knife “legally”.  It is simply about The Lone Ranger 
and Tonto pocket knives.  SMKW used to carry The Lone Ranger novelty 
knives and that is where I ordered from years ago.  These novelty knives 
are not very durable and even if you put an edge on the blade, they’re still 
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not very strong; you know for all the heavy cutting us cowboys have to do. 
If handled gently, you can use them, but they tend to be fragile and perhaps 
not expected to be an everyday knife.  So, that is why we have to respect the 
novelty tag.  The second novelty style I have is a little better knife but the 
Lone Ranger image on the handle fades if carried very long in your pocket.  
So, there in person, my search of this immense store found no Lone Ranger 
knives for sale.  It is not the store’s fault, for there must be a copyright 
issue, that for 
some reason the 
owners of the 
Lone Ranger 
brand will not 
allow items like 
knives, cups, 
towels, shirts, 
etc. to be 
manufactured.  
At least I haven’t 
seen anything 
offered in many 
diverse catalogs 
or stores.  But in 
my wondering around the huge store, I did find they had on display 
hanging all over the walls many pictures and collectible knives that were 
not for sale. SMKW is also a kind of museum.  Old ads, knives and displays 
are found hanging everywhere. The interest to me were three Lone Ranger 
and Tonto signs.  The first two, pictured above, were hanging high over an 
employee service elevator.  These two displays were from the early 1960s. 
The pictures on the displays are what appear on the knife handles. The 
other picture (see next page) is like a poster and it has John Hart’s 
signature as The Lone Ranger and is dated 1966.  The knives on Mr. Hart’s 
poster are the style whose image rubs off the handle if carried very long in 
your pocket.  I haven’t checked in a long time; but am sure these knives can 
still be found through eBay or other sites and are still not that expensive. I 
would imagine some of these knives are in your possession right now, a 
kind of treasure that you have.   I don’t plan on carrying mine anymore, but 
I do have one that is still in the box, my little treasure. I will miss having 
The Lone Ranger and Tonto with me on a knife but I will have them with 
me in my old boy heart forever.   
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In closing, at SMKW I did find a great Swiss Army 
Knife with Zorro on it. That is a quality knife for 
sure, but my quest did not turn up The Lone 
Ranger. Perhaps Victorinox will put out a Lone 
Ranger edition.  
 
If you are able to get to SMKW, you may be able 
to get something engraved. I did get a small metal 
handled knife and had TheLoneRangerFanClub 
engraved on it and that is pretty neat. And, finally, 
I didn’t start out to do a story on novelty knives 
but I want to add that the Novelty Knife Co. along 
with the four at the start of this article had Gene 
Autry, Red Ryder, Tarzan and Dale Evans, 

Queen of the West, of which some Factory Seconds were found in a sale-
priced tote.   
 
Until next time: HI-YO Silver away! 

IMPORTANT DATES TO REMEMBER 
 

March 1, 1965 Brace Beemer (author) passed 
March 5, 1980 Jay Silverheels (Tonto) passed  

March 7, 1988 Robert Livingston ("LR Rides Again") passed  
March 21, 1921 Fred Foy (announcer) was born  

March 31, 1909 Earle Grasser (radio LR) was born  
April 8, 1941 Earle Grasser (radio LR) passed 

April 19, 1911 George Seaton ("HiYo Silver") was born  
April 23, 1930 Chuck Courtney (Dan Reed) was born  

May 10, 1972 George Trendle (producer) passed 
May 15, 1908 Lee Powell (LR in 1938) was born  
May 24, 1986 Yakima Canutt (stunt rider) passed  
May 26, 1912 Jay Silverheels (Tonto) was born 
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Character Overview of Season One / Episode Fifteen  
Old Joe’s Sister 
December 22, 1949 

 
Joel Friedkin played the part of “Old Joe” Peters. He 
was born Israel Friedkin in Kalpni, Russia on May 15, 
1885. He appeared in over 40 films including Fury of the 
Congo in 1951 with Johnny Weissmuller and in an 
uncredited role was John Hart, aka The Lone Ranger. Friedkin died 
September 19, 1954 in Burbank, California. 
 

Anne O’Neal played the sister, Abby, short for Abigail.  O’Neal was born Patsy Ann 
Epperson in St. Louis, December 23, 1893.  This episode of The Lone Ranger had her 

By: Steve White  
TLRFC #346 

 
SEASON 1   EPISODE #15 

“Old Joe’s Sister” 
This Episode aired on December 22, 1949 

 
 

Howdy Lone Ranger and Tonto fans. We have 
experienced some real bad men in the previous 14 

episodes; but here we find Biff Baker will come close to 
topping them all.  In fact one source listed him as 

psychotic.  You will have to tune into Episode 15 to find 
out what happens to Biff, Abby and Old Joe and to see 
who echoed these words, “That was the dadburndest 
fight I ever saw!” Grab that can of beans and mug of 

cool sarsaparilla and tune in to see! 
TLRFC 

Joel Friedkin  
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character, Abby, coming from her real home town of St. 
Louis.  She appeared in over 70 pictures, including two big 
ones in 1947, The Bishop’s Wife and Miracle on 34th Street.  I 
In the latter, she played the nervous secretary to Mr. 
Sawyer. She also appeared in several of The Three Stooges 
short films. This was the first of two The Lone Ranger 
episodes for O’Neal.  She died in Los Angeles on 
November 24, 1971 at 77 years of age. 
 
Lester Sharpe played the primary bad guy, Biff Baker. He was born Lester Scharff on 
March 21, 1894 in New York. Sharpe did a terrific job as the cold blooded murderer Biff Baker 

in this Lone Ranger episode.  He was 
known for Song of My Heart in 1948. 
This film starred the Swedish actor, 
Frank Sundstrom. It was a 
fictionalized story of the Russian 
composer Tchaikovsky.  
 
Sharpe died on November 11, 1962. 
 
Wade Crosby played the 
secondary bad guy, Cactus Gleason.  
Crosby was born on August 22, 1905.  
He was a regular in Republic Pictures 
productions. He appeared in Along 
the Oregon Trail in 1947 with Monte 

Hale and our own Clayton Moore and he was in 1948s The Paleface with Bob Hope and Jane 
Russell. He also appeared with western stars Roy Rogers, Sunset Carson and Tim Holt.  He 
passed away on October 2, 1975.  The photo was from the episode.  
 
Clancy Cooper played the sheriff.  Cooper was born on July 23, 1906 in Boise, Idaho. 
His birth name was Stanton Brannin Clancey Cooper.  He 
appeared in more than 100 films between 1938-1962. This 
was his first of two appearances on The Lone Ranger, both 
were as sheriffs. He also made appearances on these 
television westerns: The Rifleman, Lawman, Wanted Dead 
or Alive and Maverick. He was also in The Man Behind the 
Gun with Randolph Scott.  Cooper died on June 6, 1975. 
                                                  

CLANCY COOPER 
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“If you want to fly, give up everything that weighs you down.” 
-Buddha 

From the Editor’s Desk 
By:  Annie Little 

Member # 606 
My space is limited this month, which is a good thing.  That means in this issue, we have many 
great articles for you to enjoy, and I happily give up my space so you can enjoy them.  Spring is 
just about here and all of the old, dead earth will give way to a rebirth of new, fresh, and vibrant 
follage.  That’s the way life is.  The old gives way to the new.  Even people sweep out the 
cobwebs and dirt from our homes taking part of their annual spring cleaning routines.  But one 
thing that shouldn’t get tossed out with the old is our focus and energy!  We must continue to learn and grow.  No matter 
how tired we become, we must never become stagnant.  There are still more things to learn, accomplish and enjoy.  Take 
this time to widen your interests.  There is always time to learn something new.   
 
Today’s a new day.  Don’t settle for the “old”.  Stay new and relevant.  Pick up a puzzle; read a book; go on a trip to 
someplace you’ve never been before, make new friends, and/or start a new hobby.  Do something to liven your spirit and 
your soul.  Just like the flowers in spring, you too can become new again with the right mind set.   
 
Talk to you again soon.  Stay well and God bless!  Annie Little 

Tonto’s Tales 

Life is like an escalator, 
You move forward or 

backward, but can not 
remain still.  

Attention Fan Club Members: 
 

Did you know that all of the former Silver Bullet newsletters from #1 (January 
1988) to the present issues are available on ourwebsite. 

You will be amazed at the amount of information and photos they contain.  
It is a real treasure and is free to all members. 

BUT HELP IS NEEDED: there are 4 newsletters missing.  Anyone who has a copy 
of # 7, 9, 12 & 13 please contact Joe Little at joelittleLRFC@gmail.com so he 

can make the collection complete. 
Thank you so much!! 
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THE THEFT OF SILVER 
 

By: Martin Grams, Jr. 
TLRFC # 10 

 
 

 
On August 24, 1948, the United Press reported of a slim, 
18-year-old boy, who headed west on The Lone Ranger’s own famous steed 
and for three days posed as the famous westerner, and finally corralled into 
city prison as an alleged horse thief. The adventure of Johnny Rosario, an 
unemployed stabled boy, began last Friday morning, August 20, when he 
went into the Manhattan Riding Academy off Central Park. He saddled a 
$2,500 white Arabian stallion named “Silver,” once the movie steed of the 
late Lee Powell, first of The Lone Rangers. Then he slipped the horse out of 
the riding academy and rode west. He paid gatekeepers at the George Wash-
ington bridge 25 cents to cross the Hudson. “Hi-Yo, Silver!” he shouted, 
once he was on New Jersey soil, and he set off at a gallop. But at Tenafly, 
New Jersey, Silver threw a shoe. Rosario dug into his $25 cash reserve to re-
shoe the horse and gave him a seven-hour rest.  
            On Saturday the make-believe Lone Ranger, wearing a blue wool 
shirt and blue dungarees, trotted his mount into Suffern, New York, and put 
on the nosebag with a repast of hot dogs. He hit the cement trail again the 
next day. But near Goshen, New York, Silver split a hoof. There, state 
troopers found the by the side of the road – Silver grazing, the Lone Ranger 

dreaming. Silver, how owned by a shoe manufacturer, Edward Crowell, who bought the horse from Heavy-
weight Champion Joe Louis, was returned with Rosario to New York. Arraigned on larceny charges and held 
in $1,500 bail for a hearing tomorrow, Rosario explained why he made the ride. “I love this horse,” he said 
simply. What boy who grew up listening to the radio adventures would not feel the same and take the ad-
vantage? 

Martin Grams, Jr. 

HAPPY 
SPRING! 
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We recommend and endorse Nutramax as a daily 

supplement for better health for you and your pets.  Helps 
reduce joint pain and stop the enzymes in the joints that 

breakdown cartilage.   
 

Click on the boxes below for more information. 

Wabash County Museum 
 
As most of you know, at the museum 
in Mt Carmel, Il, our display is 
centered mainly on the history of The 
Lone Ranger, using many original 
historical items from the show (radio, 
film, print and television).  We 
recently were able to obtain one of 
the original scripts from the first Lone 
Ranger serial movie.  It has all 15 
chapters, each with over 30 legal size pages, containing not only the dialog, but the camera 
directions, shots, and angels, as well for each numbered scene.  I have not had time to take it to 
the museum as of yet, so it will not be on display until I can deliver it in the spring.   
 

Everette Humphrey # 385 
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 HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO THE 
FOLLOWING MEMBERS 

 
 
 
 

MARCH 
 

DAY NAME MEMBER #  FROM 
 
 1  Clayton Guidry  714  LA 
 2  Michael Tinus  209  OH 
 6  Stephen Zavatski  660  VA 
 7  Ocie Carlisle  399  AL 
 8  Bruce Fabrizio  459  NY 
 9  Marilyn Longgrear  113  IL 
 9 Joshua Fabian 654 MN 
10  Jacob Alligood  101  NC 
11  Loretta Locicero  665  NY 
15  Nadya Richardson  821  OH 
17  Kevin Loncar  812  PA 
20  Dale Lund  854  MO 
21  Karen Doyle  554  NH 
23  Terry L. Walker  212  CA 
23  Steven McClain  306  KS 
23  Vince Hans  377  CA 
24  Anne Keel  580  MO 
25  Al Singer  467  FL 
26  David Wall  816  AL 
26  Gregory Deford  857  TN 
27  Terry Klepey  051  MT 
28  Carl Duling  588  IA 
28  Sherry Briner  795  IN 
28  Doug Briggs  110  DE 
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APRIL 
 

Day Name Member #  From 
 3  Brian Forbes  826  MI 
 4   Harley Casper  659  TX 
 5  Dick Nevala  595  MD 
 5  David Steinfeld  787  CA 
 5  Oren Truitt  462  OK 
 6  Jim Mazzuca  489  MD 
 8  Steve White  346  GA 
12  Catherine Siderine  840  CA 
14  William Huff  775  IL 
15  Kenneth Herbenar  510  CA 
19  Martin Grams  010  MD 
20  Ted Nichols  743  NC 
24  Dean Svela  519  MN 
24  Dan Morano  723  WA 
25  Don Ellis  476  AL 
26  Sam Latragna  704  MO 
26  Randy Beavers  699  NE 
28  Keith McNease  397  TX 
28  Alan Huffines  419  TX 
29  Amber Hartzog  819  AL 
30  James Mishak  848  OH 
 

MAY 
 

Day Name Member #  From 
 3  Rick Russ  520  MI 
 3  Troy Casey  112  GA 
 3  David Gamm  832  NJ 
 4  Dorothy Cavallaro  573  OH 
 6  Marylee Anthony  839  SC 
 6  Pamela Bruce  667  NC 

 6  Albert W. Newman  562  PA 
 7  Fred Ludwig  113  CA 
 9  Garry Cherricks  001  MD 
11  Margaret Kerry Boeke  791  FL 
11  Robert Atwater  779  AZ 
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MAY 
 

Day Name Member #  From 
11  George Venegoni  703  MO 
14  Eileen Roys  132  MD 
14  Chris McCallum  020  TX 
15  Joel Litus  174  WA 
16 John Axe  513  IL 
17  Diane King Macdona  843  UK 
17  John Kelley  279  NY 
17  Robert Senn  728  VT 
17  Garry Sparks  792  IN 
17  Ranette Dieck  280  MI 
19  Steven Jorgenson  291  CA 
19  Brandon Contini  675  OH 
21  Bob Warshawsky  563  NY 
21  Michael Trotochaud  121  VA 
22  James Hunt  797  NC 
23  John Contini  655  OH 
25  William Sipe  219  PA 
25  Scott Shinsato  789  HI 
26  Rosemary Minsky  173  CA 
26  Randy Butterfield  470  UT 
27  Steve Rosinski  496  TX 
30  Monty Mahaffey  679  IL 
30  Chris Purse  725  KS 
31  Paul Fiene  171 CA 
31  Elizabeth Mortimer  107  UK 

 Help us stay informed - If you change your email address, phone number or 
physical address let us know.  Go here to send us updates  

LoneRangerFC@comcast.net   

DON’T FORGET MEMBERSHIPS MAKE A GREAT GIFT! 
 

What a great present to give to a fellow Lone Ranger lover.   
Just go to:  http://www.TheLoneRangerFanClub.com/membership.html 

Do it today!!!!   
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THE LONE RANGER FAN CLUB 

 

The Silver Bullet is published four times a year (March, June, September, December) for the Fan Club 
Website since 2011 by Circle C Enterprise, a non-profit organization based in Salisbury, Maryland and is 
owned by Garry Cherricks.   
  
TLRFC was established and published by Terry and Kay Klepey from 1988 to 2002.  In 2002 it was 
published by Joe and Sandy Southern until 2011.  During this time from 1988 to 2010 it was postal mailed to 
the membership.  
  
The Lone Ranger and Tonto and all related characters and materials are Trade Mark and Copyright of Classic 
Media, Inc., in New York, NY. This Fan club is in no way connected with Classic Media.  
  
The Silver Bullet is a fan publication of the official International Lone Ranger Fan Club website expressly 
for Lone Ranger enthusiasts and collectors.   Deadline for submissions of letters, articles for printing and 
advertising is one month prior to the month of publication on the website.  
 

Disclaimer from The Lone Ranger Fan Club:  
 

Please note that no part of this publication may be disseminated, copied, or 
shared through public media avenues without the expressed consent from 
The Lone Ranger Fan Club.  Many items are exclusively provided here to 

our members for your enjoyment and information.  
 

 
AMBASSADORS 

 
Ambassadors are to make correspondence easier for all members and expand the caring aspect of the 
organization through their true concern for items of interest to our members.  Please contact any one of them 
with questions, comments, ideas or items of interest. 
 
Randy Johnson #208 rjohns65@sbcglobal.net  
Steve White #346 swloneranger56@gmail.com  
Doug Briggs #110 drbriggs@gmail.com 
Steven Kirk # 13 steve@stevenkirk.com 
Europe - Elizabeth Mortimer #107 46elamor@talktalk.net  
National Director  -  Joe Little #736 joelittlelrfc@gmail.com 


